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Field work – drilling, hand augering

Presenter
Sticky Note
Delaware Geological Survey (DGS) geologists go out in the field and want to describe the earth beneath them using the drill rig for deeper holes or hand augers for boreholes.  They have notebooks in the field where they are documenting their findings such as description of sediments (whether it is a sand or clay, grain size, color, etc.), depth of each description, elevation at their location, and location coordinates (GPS or aerial photo).  Back in the office, they enter information from the notebook to a spreadsheet and then generate a GIS layer.  The data is also entered into the DGS Oracle database.



Field maps – paper (1980s’-2007)
• USGS topographic maps
• ADC map books 
• Aerial photography
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Sticky Note
In the past, to plan for field work and navigate while out in the field, the geologists used 3 hard copy resources:

1) Traditional USGS paper topographic map, 1:24,000-scale.

2) ADC street map book – detailed maps (1:2.000-scale).  Includes extremely detailed roads, community names, features, points of interest.  

3) aerial photographs (recent and historical).




Field maps – paper (2008-2015)
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Sticky Note
The last update to the USGS topographic maps of Delaware 1:24,000-scale was during 1992-1993.  During the early to mid 2000’s the state of Delaware compiled several statewide base map digital datasets which updated these maps.  A DGS surficial geologist asked me to create customized paper topographic maps for him using these datasets.  Datasets and cartography included 2 ft contour intervals generated from LiDAR, individual road labels (ADC map book detail), and boundary data not included in general online maps (i.e., outdoor recreation inventory compiled by the state of DE, properties owned by the University of DE, etc.).  Identification of these areas provided easier access for drilling and hand augering.  GIS data was exported from ArcMap (1:12,000-scale) to Adobe Illustrator to create the cartographic detail in these maps (example on left).  He also wanted the most recent statewide aerial photography of the same areas (example on right), which is now all digital.  For a project study area that was equivalent to a 1:24,000-scale quadrangle, 4 maps were printed.  Each of these maps had an accompanying aerial photo to match (4 aerials printed).  If 2 geologists go out in the field, each requested a set of maps and aerials.  End result was 16 large format maps & aerials printed.



Field maps – mobilePaper copies
Mobile device

presenter
Sticky Note
During 2012 ESRI's ArcGIS Online came along, and so did applications for field work, such as the Collector App.  I thought, “Wouldn’t it be nice to view all the custom base map layers on a device and be able to zoom in to see detail?  And for the geologists to be able to create a GIS layer of the boreholes and fill out the attribute information while they are working out in the field?” During summer of 2014 I decided to test out the ESRI Collector App on my personal device to see how it worked and if it would be beneficial to our staff. 



ESRI Collector App
• Collect and update GIS data in the field 

using a tablet or smartphone
• Attach photos to features
• Data and photos are stored

in the cloud
• User can collect data offline
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Sticky Note
The ESRI Collector App allows users to collect and update GIS data in the field using a tablet or smartphone.  They can take photos at each location without going out of the app, and all the data and photos are stored in the cloud.  The photo on this slide is a snapshot of what the app looks like.  Basically, you have a base map and a point (or line) file to create and update data.  In this case, a point file for the borehole locations and attribute data for each location can be entered.  What made this app unique was the fact that the user can continue to collect data when there is no cell service.  Offline data edits can be synched back to the original dataset once back online.



ESRI Collector App – Create Maps
• Prepare data in ArcGIS for Desktop (ArcCatalog/ArcMap)
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Sticky Note
How did I make the maps to view and edit in the Collector app?  First step was to create a point file to collect data - I did this in ArcMap.  I created a geodatabase feature point layer and added it to an ArcMap project.  Then I customized the legend so it would publish to ArcGIS Online (AGOL) with DGS unit colors already set.



ESRI Collector App – Create Maps
• Publish data from desktop to ArcGIS Online
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Sticky Note
With the point dataset in an ArcMap project, I published the feature as a service to AGOL.  I signed in to AGOL (circled in red) with my UD organizational account, then went to File, Share As, Service.  I went through a menu, entered parameters, and published the point feature service for the geologists to use to create data points of borehole locations in the field.



presenter
Sticky Note
This slide is an example of my map gallery in the Collector app.  Any maps that has an icon of a cloud with a single arrow pointing down indicates that map can be downloaded to the device for data collection while offline.  Maps with an icon of a cloud with two arrows (one pointing down and one pointing up) indicates it is a map that has been downloaded to the device (also note blue bar above map image that says "On Device") and arrows indicate data can be synched from the device to the ESRI cloud.



presenter
Sticky Note
If there is no cell signal, the user can collect data with a map that has been downloaded to the device.  After collecting data without cell service, when a user goes back to view the map gallery, there is a red circle with a number in it – in this example the red circle indicates there are 2 points that need to by synched to the cloud.  When there is cell service again, tap the cloud icon and the data will sync to the dataset stored in the ESRI cloud.  Then the user can continue working online.



presenter
Sticky Note
After being out in the field collecting data, the user goes back to the office and wants to download the feature layer and any photo attachments.  Log into your AGOL organizational account in a browser and go to My Content to locate the point feature layer.  In the overview tab, on the right you will see a button to Export Data, click and there are a few choices.  I selected FGDB (file geodatabase) so I can include any photo attachments I may have.  In a few steps the FGDB and photos are downloaded to your desktop!



presenter
The previous slides was a quick overview of getting a map and point feature layer to the ESRI cloud to use Collector.  Now I will discuss custom work I did to the maps.  At the beginning in ArcGIS desktop, I created domains in the geodatabase for the point file so I could provide a list of choices for the user to select from when they are collecting data.  For example, when they go to fill out the surficial unit name in Collector, they click on that attribute field and a list comes up with choices to select from.  This will save time while in the field (less keystroking) and reduce data entry error to the database back in the office.



presenter
Sticky Note
Earlier I mentioned taking photos while in the Collector app and how the images become attachments to your point file.  In order to use this feature, you have to Enable Attachments to the geodatabase in desktop before publishing the feature.  If you don’t, the camera icon (circled in red) to take a photo will not be available.



Collector – customizing the map
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Sticky Note
Remember the DGS surficial geologist wanted custom paper maps with state-specific data including 2 ft contours as well as recent statewide aerial photography?  During late 2014, these datasets became available for use in AGOL hosted by FirstMap, the state of Delaware’s enterprise GIS.  I added Delaware's 2012 aerial photography as my base map instead of using an ESRI base map.  I could add contour and road data from FirstMap, but they did not show the detail our geologist wanted to see.  The roads data I used included unimproved roads that are not shown on state of DE road data since they only include roads they maintain; therefore many private or dirt roads are not displayed.



Collector – customizing the map
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Sticky Note
Roads and contour data are rather large in size, so I had to publish them separately to get them to AGOL.  I clipped these datasets to our study area and opened them in ArcMap.  I set the symbology the way I wanted, and I set what portion of data display at different scales.  So when zoomed to a smaller scale the user would only see 10 ft contour intervals (index contours) rather than to have each 2ft contour render at any scale level.  As a user zooms to a larger scale, more detail is displayed.  I published these layers as a Tile Package (File, Share As, Tile Package).  This tile package served 2 purposes, the first purpose was to add it as a layer in the online AGOL map.  The roads and contours is now a tiled image service.



Collector – customizing the map
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Sticky Note
The second purpose for a tile package was to add it to the device so the user can select it as a basemap.  Remember my map I could download to the device?  In order to download the map, it could only contain the point file and a ESRI basemap.  I wanted the geologists to use the custom data layers, so I created a tile package file with 2012 aerial photography as the basemap with road and contour layers displayed.  
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I was able to side-load the tile package directly to the device so those layers can be available as a base map!  I connected the iPad to my computer, opened iTunes, scrolled to the Collector App in the iTunes window, then dragged and dropped the tile package file into a base map folder in the app (lower left photo example).  So when user goes into Collector, the icon on the upper far right is for basemaps.  The tile package file will show up as a base map on the device.File sharing image (lower left) from ESRI website



lillian
Sticky Note
Another staff member was interested in the Collector App and wanted to have a time stamp field auto-populate while collecting data.  In the feature layer’s properties in AGOL in the settings there is a check box you can click to keep track of who created and last updated features.  In this screenshot, we did a test and collected some points.  The attribute table at the bottom right shows 4 fields, the data point creation date and creator, and if someone edits a point that time stamp and editor name will populate.  Only the date is shown here in AGOL, but after you download the data back to desktop you will also see a time stamp in the field.



Location Accuracy
• Accuracy will be as good as the

device can get
• Informal testing showed iPad (iOS)

was most accurate low-grade unit
• Increased accuracy is possible by 

connecting a GPS to the device 
(requires special connector)

Image from Jonathan Hodel blog 4/26/13:
http://www.cloudpointgeo.com/blog/blog/2013/4/26/so-whats-my-accuracy-mobile-device-gps-with-ipad-iphone-android
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Sticky Note
That staff member was also concerned about the accuracy of the location points collected.  He conducted a test to compare accuracy between an iPad Air, iPhone, and a Garmin GPS unit.  Results were similar to the results of the image on the slide (Hodel, 2013) which shows the iPad was the most accurate low-grade unit.Image from Jonathan Hodel blog 4/26/13:http://www.cloudpointgeo.com/blog/blog/2013/4/26/so-whats-my-accuracy-mobile-device-gps-with-ipad-iphone-android



Batch export attachments from a feature class
http://support.esri.com/em/knowledgebase/techarticles/detail/41763

import arcpy
from arcpy import da
import os

inTable = arcpy.GetParameterAsText(0)
fileLocation = arcpy.GetParameterAsText(1)

with da.SearchCursor(inTable, ['DATA', 'ATT_NAME', 'ATTACHMENTID']) 
as cursor:

for item in cursor:
attachment = item[0]
filenum = "ATT" + str(item[2]) + "_"
filename = filenum + str(item[1])
open(fileLocation + os.sep + filename, 

'wb').write(attachment.tobytes())
del item
del filenum
del filename
del attachment
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Sticky Note
After collecting data points and taking photos at the locations, I downloaded the FGDB and did not see the photo attachments.  I found a Python script that exports the attachments by creating a new tool in ArcToolbox called Export Attachments.When you double-click the Export Attachments tool, a dialog box opens.  Select the attachments table (located in the geodatabase you downloaded), then select an output location.  The photos will be exported to that location.



Summary (general)
• Create data on desktop
• Publish data from desktop to AGOL and create map
• View map and collect data in Collector App
• Download map to device to collect data offline
• Download feature layer from AGOL back to desktop



Summary (customize maps)
• Create domains to customize pull-down menu
• Tile package file for large datasets
• Side-load tile package files to device (base maps)
• Enable track editing
• Location accuracy  (iPad had best accuracy)
• Batch export attachments to desktop with Python script
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